"In this book, I have ventured an initial investigation into one sense in relation to one art and one class of concepts." Herder makes this summary statement in the fifth and final section of his essay on sculpture. Part One sets out to define the individual senses as they relate to the various art forms. In Part Two Herder poses and answers some practical questions about artistic techniques and the effects they produce, always with a view to showing sculpture's superiority. He compares the depiction of clothing in painting and sculpture, asks when and where the use of colour is fitting and whether the artist should represent ugly subjects. Some questions are less practical, such as the one to which Herder replies that the forms of sculpture are as constant and eternal as human nature.
The last three sections are less structured. Here Herder refers to a wide range of works both ancient and contemporary in his discussions of allegory, symmetry, proportion, movement, and perfection. Herder's history of artistic development and his comparative study of cultures begin from his conviction that the sublimity of art is divine in origin.
Rather than displaying some representation of Pygmalion's creative stroke of genius as mentioned in Herder's subtitle, the cover of this beautifully produced volume provides the beholder with a photograph of a marble statue depicting a Gaul on the point of suicide after killing his wife to prevent her capture. Scholarly information about this Roman statue is given in the very last footnote of the book. Thus, by a judicious choice, the beginning of the book is linked to its end. In its centre, sixteen pages have been inserted that present striking black-and-white photographs of sculptures referred to in Herder's essay.
The structure and design of the whole volume is commendable. In his introduction, Gaiger begins by situating this essay in Herder's life and thought. The next section outlines Herder's descriptive view of aesthetics. This view evolved in a way that seasoned readers of Herder will doubtless recognize: it arose out of a polemical opposition to the stance encountered in other contemporary writers on aesthetics, including Friedrich Justus Riedel and Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten. Not content with taking on theoreticians at work in the specific and comparatively new field of German aesthetics, Herder challenges Descartes's account of self-knowledge, consults Locke on sense certainty, and through him gains access to other English and French thinkers, including Berkeley, Voltaire, and Diderot. Gaiger organizes this introductory material thematically, so that Herder's criticism of Lessing's Laokoon falls under the heading "Spatial Seeing and the Anamnesis of Touch" and Herder's opposition to Winckelmann's ahistorical perspective is treated in the section "Historical Understanding." Here Gaiger makes a decisive case for Herder's considerable contribution to our present-day views on cultural relativity.
The introduction compares Herder's views in the earlier, incomplete writings on sculpture, subsequently incorporated into the later work, with the final, completed essay and, in doing so, acknowledges the faults in structure and consistency it contains. The twenty-seven pages that introduce the translation and the equivalent number of pages filled with the editor's endnotes attest to an impressive familiarity with the history of the theory of art in general and German aesthetics in particular. Gaiger's principal task, however, was to make Herder's text available to readers who would have remained unclear about its importance if unable to read the original.
The translation preserves the common eighteenth-century German multifunctional use of Sperrdruck, but by converting it to italics. Herder used this device to designate proper names and titles of works, emphasize particular elements or contrasting components of a sentence, and to draw attention to the introduction of a new aspect to the discussion, sometimes constituting an entire sentence or question. Herder's own notes appear as footnotes, often supplemented with a cross reference to the editor's notes. The habit of using quotation marks simply for emphasis and not to characterize a direct quotation is preserved as well, and Herder's unattributed quotations are translated and referenced where necessary. Where Herder quotes from memory or is mistaken about a source, Gaiger provides correctives.
The translator's dilemma has been settled by a decision in favour of the contemporary reader and comfortable idiom rather than anxious fidelity to the original text. In most situations this counts as a gain: Gaiger renders Herder's rather terse phrasing in a more fluent and natural style. Occasionally a nuance or echo is lost. Herder relates sculpture to touch and remarks that painting is quite different, since it appeals to the eye. The difference, he says, "sieht jeder." The English phrase "as everyone recognizes" is much less pointed. But this is an isolated case. On the whole, the reader benefits from a version that reads easily, and Herder receives a polished introduction to the English-speaking world. 
